Abstract Slope stability analyses were conducted to investigate the limitations of application of the standard inclination of slope and the effects of the berm width on the slope stability. The standard slope inclination could be applied to the basic slope sections that were considered for the analyses, whereas additional slope stability analysis should be performed for the case of considering ground water. A comparison of the factors of safety between the case of installing a berm and the case of letting the grading have an equivalent section area with the case of installing the berm, the factors of safety in the case of installing a berm were greater than those for the case of allowing grading, and the differences between the factors of safety increase with increasing berm width. For all the sections considered in the analyses, the increments of the safety factor were proportional to the width of the berm and those corresponding to the embankment slope and cut slope with a berm width of 7m were 34.5% and 48%, respectively. 
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[ [ Fig. 3 [ Table 2 ] Results of embankment slope stability with width of berm (dry state) [ [ Table 4 ] Results of cut slope stability with width of berm (dry state)
[ Fig. 7 ] Increment of safety factor for dry cut slope 건조 기본 절토단면의 안전율과 Table 4에 [ Table 5 ] Results of cut slope stability with width of berm (wet state) 
